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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which location in the Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform
7.1 can be used to check the delivery settings for Scheduled
Reminder and Escalation Notices for a Legal Hold?
A. Schedules
B. Generate Report
C. Archives
D. All Legal Holds
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2

You are developing a Docker/Go using Azure App Service Web App
for Containers. You plan to run the container in an App Service
on Linux. You identify a Docker container image to use.
None of your current resource groups reside in a location that
supports Linux. You must minimize the number of resource
groups. You need to create the application and perform an
initial deployment required.
Which three Azure CLI commands should you use to develop the
solution? To answer, move the appropriate commands from the
list of commands to the answer area and arrange them in the
correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
az group create
az appservice plan create
az webapp create

NEW QUESTION: 3
The greatest single destroyer of property is/are
A. Sabotage
B. Bombs
C. Floods
D. Earthquakes
E. Fire
Answer: E
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